WHITE PAPER
$FLOKI the Elon Musk
Inspired meme token.

Disclaimer
It is requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. In case of any doubt, the consultancy should be taken from the
legal, financial, tax, or another professional law practitioner All the items of information which have been given below are not to be
given in an exhaustive way and they can never be considered a part of various contractual relationships. It is our utmost desire that
the information given in this white paper should be accurate, up to date and all the products, services, technical architecture, token
distribution, company timelines, moreover, all these materials could have changed without any notice and they can never be
considered a binding agreement of the professional advice. This white paper does not bound any individual to enter into any
contract or enter into any binding legal commitment to the contribution.
This white paper also does not constitute any form or any part of any opinion which can be considered advice, or which can sell, or
which can solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token nor shall it be considered a part of any effect which can be used for the
formation of contract or investment decision. This white paper also does not have any capacity to bind any person to enter into any
contract or consider it a binding legal commitment to the contribution of the whitepaper. Even no sales and even no cryptocurrency
or any other form of payment can never be accepted based on this white paper. But be sure that any advancement or any date or
any new information of this token will be made available for the private and public contributors. It is also announced that the white
paper has not been examined by any regulatory authority and it has not been approved by any legal firm so the
information given in this white paper cannot be taken under the laws or any regulatory authority or under any rules of any
jurisdiction. It is hereby announced that its publication, its distribution, its dissemination do not im.ply the applicable laws, the
regulatory requirements, and the available rules
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What is our Mission
$FLOKI'S MISSION IS TO BECOME A PART OF THE DOG TOKEN FAMILY
WE PLAN ON OPENING A CHARITY WALLET AND A VOTING SYSTEM SO THAT OUR HOLDERS CAN VOTE
FOR THE CHARITY WE DONATE TO EVERY WEEK.
WE HOPE TO GROW A POSITIVE COMMUNITY BUILT ON HELPING OTHERS.
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About FLOKI INU
$FLOKI is a decentralized platform for its users, who can stake and earn coins with open-source
peer-to-peer cryptocurrency, which will allow all buyers and sellers to trade their currencies
without interference or to complete deals online securely and confidentially with comparably
reduced fees without the need for agents.
It became more feasible as a result of its massive supply and inexpensive price, which made
micro-tipping content on social media more efficient. It is an experimental Ecosystem, which
refers to a collection of individuals who work together to create a unique habitat.
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Specifications
Name

FLOKI INU

Symbol

$FLOKI

Total Supply

1 trillion!

Liquidity

Lock-on Launch

Redistribution

10%

Sale Tax

10%

Auto-Farming (ARF) To All Holders!
Time Zone

London(GMT+10)

Dev Tokens

No
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THE MOST EFFECTIVE METHOD TO BUY
1-Create a Wallet

2-Fund Your Walle

Floki Inu is available on the Ethereum Mainnet.
MetaMask & Trust Wallet are the market leaders
in ETH wallets. Visit www.metamask.io or
www.trustwallet.com to download the extensions
and set up a wallet. On mobile? Get MetaMask or
TrustWallet's app for iPhone or Android.

Buy ETH through MetaMask/TrustWallet
or transfer it to your
MetaMask/TrustWallet address from
another wallet (e.g. Binance).

3-Visit Uniswap

4-Swap $ETH for $FLOKI

On the home page of www.floki inu.com
click on the "Buy on Uniswap" button. This
will open a Dapp Exchange called
"Uniswap." A popup will appear, click the
"import" button, which will load the Floki
token into Uniswap.

After clicking "Import," click "Connect Wallet" and
follow the steps with your selected wallet. Finally,
enter the total amount of ETH you would like to
swap, set the slippage to 8%, and click "Swap."
Confirm swap, and HODL to the moon!
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BEING A DECENTRALIZED PLATFORM
This decentralized structure allows them to exist outside of the
supervision of governments and central agencies, and it is an opensource platform where the source code is publicly available and may
be shared and modified as needed by the user.
This is also free to download because the source code of an opensource program can be updated by anyone without a license.
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MARKETING
We have already spent $100,000 on marketing in first 5 days of
$floki being launched.
We are able to do so from our tax wallet which taxes a small amount
of transactions to our marketing wallet and as the community can
see, we put it to great use 5000 holders within 4 days of launch.
Already over 100 Influencers promoting $Floki and this is just the
beginning.
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Roadmap
JUNE 2021 Launch on
Uniswap✔
500+ Holders✔
#1 Trending on DexTools✔
1000+ Holders✔
2000+ Holders✔
Listing on CoinGecko✔
500+ Holders✔
$5000+ to Charity✔
$100,000 on marketing✔

August 2021
$1 Billion Market Cap
3000+ Holders Influencer
Marketing NFT Give-aways
Charity Partnerships 5000+
Holders 100000
FlokiSwap Platform

July 2021
$100 Million Market Cap
$500,000 on marketing
$100,000+ to Charity
CoinMarketCap Listing
10000+ Holders DEX
Platform NFT
Marketplace Staking
Rewards
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CONTACT US
https://floki-inu.com/#tokenomics

therealflokiinu@hotmail.com

@therealflokiinu

https://t.me/Flokidoginu

